In May 2017, Australia’s first Hyatt Place Hotel with adjoining Australian Events Centre was officially opened. Rheem Commercial in Victoria was proud to be involved in providing a hot water solution. In partnership with Complete Plumbing Contracting, Rheem recommended the Tankpak Series 2 system as the ideal commercial water heating solution for this new $60 million multi-story development.

Hot Water Requirements

The new Rheem Tankpak Series 2, with 12 continuous flow gas water heaters and two 410L Commercial Storage tanks, delivers reliable mains pressure hot water to 166 luxury guest rooms and all catering and hospitality facilities within the Australian Events Centre.

Solution

With the Tankpak Series 2 assembled off site and craned onto the roof, the Rheem Commercial team provided invaluable installation and commissioning assistance, positioning the system quickly and easily into the footprint allocated for the rooftop hot water plant.

Facts & Figures

Hot water package: 1 x TPE12NBD/2410
Operating at a standard domestic hot water temperature of 65°C, Rheem Tankpak Series 2 provides sufficient hot water for the 8,300L litre peak period.

Rheem Tankpak Series 2 is available in models ranging in size from 2 to 18. Each model incorporates the controller, pump, line strainer and power supply for all water heaters. Each package is fully factory assembled and tested, and only requires the on-site connection of the storage tanks.

Installed by: Complete Plumbing Contracting